Could you, your parents or grandparents recognize signs of a scam?

How To Spot A Con Artist
Monday, September 16, 2019
10:00 – 11:00 AM
Please bring an ink pen to class

Presented by
Nancy Boudreaux, Training Program Manager
Louisiana Office of Financial Institutions (OFI)

What you will learn in this seminar:
- Warnings from video interviews with real con artists
- Real fraud cases in Louisiana
- The Top Five Sales Pitches used in investment scams
- Live demonstration of how Ponzi schemes really work, and why they are so successful
- The latest scam alerts
- A FREE service from OFI that can prevent 90% of investment scams
- How to stop receiving unsolicited phone calls and mail
- How to get a free background check on investment promoters from OFI
- Profile of the average fraud victim – it’s not who you think!
- Why being an active church member OR a club member makes you more vulnerable to scams
- Top two questions to ask salespeople pitching a “can’t lose” investment
- #1 way to stop telephone sales pitches cold
- Questions to ask before you attend a free meal investment seminar
- A source of up-to-date news on protecting our “nest eggs” from investment scams in Louisiana

NO investment advice is given, and NO products are sold!

Don’t miss this lively seminar and learn about FREE services available from OFI to help protect Louisiana investors’ “nest eggs” from scams. You will laugh, you may cry, and you will wonder why you have never heard this information before! Contact Nancy Boudreaux at the Louisiana Office of Financial Institutions to schedule a FREE seminar for your group.

Call (225) 925-4677 or email nboudreaux@ofi.la.gov

NO investment advice is given & NO products are sold